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THE RAILROAD OVERPASS
By Ellen Knight1
One of the longest, most hotly debated
questions in Winchester centered on
finding a workable solution to the grade
crossing in Winchester Square.
Since 1835 when the railroad came to
town, the crossing was a safety hazard.
Despite large gates meant to stop foot
and vehicular traffic, an estimated 40
people were killed at that crossing by
trains which roared through the center
at street level.
Before the overpass, great trains roared through town
on a level with pedestrians and vehicles. With the gates
down, traffic backed up on Church and Main streets.
while great —until the overpass was built.

Among the difficulties with the old gates was the need to
employ full-time gatekeepers and keep a police officer at
the crossing.

The growing popularity of automobile
travel only exacerbated the problem. In
1950 a public works survey showed that
up to 30,000 cars and 87 trains passed
through the center daily. Some of the
early 20th trains pulled about 50 freight
cars at a time. The gates were closed
about 2 3/4 hours each day.2 On foot,
one might cross from one side of the
tracks to the other by clambering over
steep and awkward pedestrian bridges.
Vehicles, however, could be stalled for
long waits. Fear that fire engines could
be delayed reaching the west side added
to the concerns associated with the
grade crossing.
Throughout the first half of the 20th
century, various plans proposed either
lowering the streets and running the
railroad over them or the opposite
solution of lowering the railroad and
running an elevated highway over them.

The plans were ardently debated. There were issues of funding and issues of aesthetics. Raising
the tracks, it was feared, would divide the town in two, spoil its beauty, and result in business
loss for the center.

This 1907 drawing suggests an attractive solution in which the
railroad trains would pass under the streets in the town center
while the trolley tracks remained level with the roadway.

In 1903, Town Meeting created a committee to study the
problem, the first of several such efforts. Over the decades
a variety of plans were devised and debated.3

Resident Charles Zeublin
submitted his own design—
or commentary—to the
newspaper editor in 1912.

That the selectmen were at one time keen on the
idea of sinking the tracks and raising the street
levels explains the fire station's having been built
above street level. The station is pictured in 1916.

One plan favored by many was created in 1928 by Herbert Kellaway, architect of the Aberjona
River Improvement Program. He proposed creating underpasses (subways) for pedestrians at
Main Street and Waterfield Road and a new road which would divert traffic from the downtown
by crossing the Skillings property (now site of the Jenks Center and the Town Hall parking lot) and
passing over the railroad tracks just north of the center. Like several earlier and later plans, this
proposal was hotly debated, revived years later, and never adopted.

The Commonwealth having decision-making authority for grade crossings meant that the Town,
which would bear a share of the cost, and Commonwealth had to agree on a plan. Once the Great
Depression began, delay continued.

In 1929, artist Ernest Dudley Chase envisioned a graceful bridge
carrying the trains over the streets in Winchester Square.
Chase, however, was not an engineer.

In 1944, another terrible, fatal accident provoked renewed demands to solve the problem. Town
Meeting authorized the Board of Selectmen to do something. The Board hired an engineer who
produced a plan for a raised viaduct (overpass) through the center of town. Combined with the
Kellaway plan and another plan for an overpass south of the center, there were then three
choices. For six more years, nothing was decided. Then the state public works department hired
the engineering firm of Thomas Worcester to develop final plans for an overpass.

The overpass concept as shared with the press in 1952

A battle of opinions then broke out,
employing arguments, advertisements,
letters to the editor, and house-tohouse canvassing. A referendum vote in
1952 came out in favor of the plan. In
March 1953, the public works
commissioner, also a Winchester
resident, John A. Volpe, announced
that a bypass would be included in the
blueprints.

Debate continued, with an additional point influencing opinions—the taking of homes in the path
of the new project. Although the vote in 1952 had resulted in a favorable majority vote in all
precincts, not so in 1953, when the most impacted precincts (1 and 6) rejected it. But the overall
majority passed the proposal.
Temporary tracks were laid in June 1955. The permanent elevated tracks opened on Oct. 22,
1956, a day after the first train brought railroad and state officials into town for launching
exercises, including speeches, held on the Common. Construction at other locations continued
through 1957.

Before: (Left) Photographed before the 1950 fire which destroyed the upper stories of the
Lyceum Building, the view from Church Street down Mt. Vernon Street was unimpeded. (Right)
Eastbound vehicular passage down Common Street (now Waterfield Road) ended at the
railroad depot (starred). Pedestrians could use a steep bridge to cross the tracks.

After: after 1956, the view to Mt.
Vernon Street included a massive
railroad overpass. Another railroad
bridge at Waterfield Road allowed
passage from Church Street to the
Post Office and the Parkway.

The project involved moving the
existing stations to make way for
temporary tracks. Once the new
tracks opened, the old tracks and
stations were removed.

Along with the old depots, the
unpopular pedestrian bridges
were eliminated.

Also eliminated were situations such
as this photographed during construction when a long train held up
cars waiting to cross the tracks on
both sides.

During the creation of the Skillings
Bypass, the hill across from Town Hall
was leveled and turned into a parking lot.

At the other end of the bypass a new
railroad bridge was constructed.

The project raised the tracks over the
streets in the center of town, creating a
rotary under the railroad bridge.

As predicted, the elevated tracks
created a great wall dividing the
town center.

New platforms accessed by ramps
were built for the two new stations
at Wedgemere and the town
center (pictured).

The first train passing over the new $6
million dollar overpass at Winchester
Square is shown just before it broke the
blue ribbon stretched across the tracks.

Just arrived (in front left to right) Rep.
Harrison Chadwick, Selectman George
Redding, former Commissioner of
Public Works (later Governor) John
Volpe, and Vice-President of the B&M
railroad Patrick Mullaney
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